ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
• Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education

INSTITUTIONAL ACCREDITATION AND LICENSE
• Licensed by the Puerto Rico Council on Higher Education (PRCHE) since 1997 (Certification Num. 2007-097 PRCHE).

PROFESSIONAL ACCREDITATIONS
• National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE).

DISTRIBUTION OF NEW STUDENTS
• Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education

TOTAL ENROLLMENT DISTRIBUTION
• Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education

DEGREES AWARDED
• Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education

RETENTION BY ACADEMIC PROGRAM
• Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education

ENROLLMENT OF PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME STUDENTS
• Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education
FRESHMEN DISTRIBUTION
• Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education

2012: First Alternative = 23, Second Alternative = 21, Third Alternative = 15
2011: First Alternative = 16, Second Alternative = 15, Third Alternative = 16
2010: First Alternative = 19, Second Alternative = 19, Third Alternative = 24